Summary. The range of problems of the influence of realistic art on the genre diversity in Chinese painting is revealed in the article. The processes caused by the cultural revolution and the following historical events in
Formulation of the objective. The influence of European realistic art on Chinese oil painting during the cultural revolution period was of considerable value and importance. New genres also emerged and began to evolve then due to the introduction of new styles into Chinese art. To explore the figurative genre in Chinese art of that time, we have selected some famous artists whose creative lives and works, in our opinion, best represent the topic both due to their popularity and due to certain peculiarities, typical for contemporary artistic environment.
Analysis of recent research and publications. A number of researchers, among them Michael Sullivan, Zhou Shen Qui, Fan Dian, Lu Siaolu, Lin Fengmian and many others, who's works are cited below, were involved with the realm of China's realistic art, in particular in the genre of figurative art. However, there is a need to introduce the research of several most indicative and iconic artistic works of this genre into scientific circulation.
Main study. According to Zhou Shen Qui, figurative painting of this time can be divided into the following four categories (Lu Siaolu 86 The works of the period of the cultural revolution can also be divided into the early and the late periods. There are a number of significant differences between them: during the late period (that is, the period of the cultural revolution), painting becomes closer to real life, it becomes saturated, filled with intense light. The emergence of specific themes, such as peasants and soldiers, studying students, farmers who are working, harvesting, etc., has become an expressive feature of that time painting. The demonstration of people's desire to unite for the sake of joint work, studying, building socialism became the main motive. The peculiarity of the figurative genre was that artists considered it necessary to embody and show the heroism and «correctness» of thinking in all the characters. The main character was always depicted as a most prominent one. Placed into the center of the composition, he seemed to be a main stage character or a monument. In the picture «Leader Mao accepts the Red Guard», young people from the Red Guard surrounded Mao who is in the car, welcoming him happily. Fluttering red flags in their hands, the Tiananmen Square as a background, accented difference in the size of ordinary people and Mao itself, all this reveals Mao has shown the highest honor to other characters in the picture and to the viewer as well. However, it also shows close unity of Mao and ordinary people, it shows people unite with each other around him.
We can see the same theme in the film «Team Fight», the main purpose of which was also propaganda. Here Mao is also located in the center, like a monument at the square, there is a crowd flowing and raging with a bunch of red flags and banners under him. This picture shows Mao's great leadership charisma, which must convince the viewer of correctness of the path chosen by China, while the background text shows the determination to fight capitalism and the desire to build a socialist society. Artistic methods applied in these two paintings are identical, but the themes and ideas are different. Cultural level of the people was low then, so the art was perceived by them not that well as in European countries. To give the broader public the opportunity to understand the party's policies some artistic means with strong propaganda effect were applied to painting. The goal was to attract the attention of people. Often a combination of text explanation and image was used. Li Yi's «Follow the leader Mao» and Shang Lian Xiao's «To be such a person» can be an example. In the picture «Follow the leader Mao» the image of Mao is still strong, but, unlike in the previous works of the artist, he looks not upward, but forward. This way of representing the hero, as wall as his smile, helps to make it closer to people. At the same time, we see that the picture is dominated by very strong wind, but Mao's figure is immutable as a stone, which fact is also used to emphasize the power of his revolutionary conviction.
Shang Lian Xiao's «To be such a person» (1971) is also a piece of propaganda art, which participated in the 1972 National Art Exhibition. During this period, the figures depicted in the paintings were strongly dramatized and looked very theatrical. For the most part, the characters fighting for the future were depicted. They were showing a high morale of people not afraid of difficulties. Here are some expressive examples: «Popular Revolutionary Opera» by Hua Sonjing, «Innovation» by Tu Poxiun», To Serve People» by Liu Bozhong.
In the last painting, the flood obviously symbolizes the evil that is failing to fight against the heroes. The flood is extremely powerful, and the heroes must use all their forces to defeat it and turn it away. So, the main idea of the painting is the call to fight against evil. Executed in realistic style, this exaggeration means the ethical justification of a heroic struggle, combining the politics and life by the use of natural disaster as the most obvious metaphor.
Similar techniques were used in the «Copper Wall» painting by Zhang Dinini, «Mao Zedong visited the rural areas of Guangdong» by Chen Yanin, «Meet New Comrades» by Lee Bin, «Duty» by Ho De and Li Yangsheng, «Mao Inspects Coal Mines» by Yun Hua. The common point of these works is that Mao has become a life character who is depicted among people just as they are or a bit taller. In the painting «Mao Zedong visited the rural areas of Guangdong», the image of Mao becomes more meaningful, more humane. He stands among the people, what should show his love for the people.
So, we can distinguish and single out three major transformations in the subjects of figurative paintings of that period. 1. Initialy, the image of Mao was much divinized, in later paintings it became closer to people, to the true life. 2. Initially, Mao's image was portrayed looking upward, aimed solely at the ideal, later Mao began to look straight forward. 3. Initially, the artists sought only to glorify the characters, but later more romantic feelings and freedom have arisen.
The ideas and themes were common within figurative painting, as they remained unchanged despite the change in artistic language, methods and techniques. Also common was the realistic style and the color palette dominated with red vivid colors, which is clearly obvious in almost every work. The light in the paintings had a red hue, with the help of which the artists made the colors more vivid, as, for example, in the «Armed workers have ambition».
So why was the red color used? 1. Red color has a deeply rooted historical meaning in the concept of Chinese cultural tradition. Festivals, weddings are all decorated in red, people believe the red is a symbol of happiness. 2. In Buddhist religion, in Buddhist art, the red color has prevailed since ancient times, many artists used it as the main one. 3. According to Kandinsky, the red color is unlimited.
Its nature is warm, its symbolism is fierce, and this combination is just right to express the Chinese way of thinking. However, European artists often use red as one of the most expressive colors as well. 4. And, of course, red color is a symbol of then political system in China. Chen Kai's «The workers and peasants are singing red songs» is revealing in this sense. It shows joy after harvesting. Almost all the details in this painting are based on the red color. We see the same in the «We met Mao» painting, where even the general hue is red. The red color does not symbolize life, blood that much, as it has a strong influence on the viewer's mind, it instantly attracts their attention. This color is ideally suited for propaganda and advertising.
In later periods artists began to use less red, instead they painted with more natural colors. This peculiarity in the formation of painting can be traced in the picture by Shen Davei «Eat Snow», which depicts all the same workers, usual characters of figurative painting, after work, having a break under the sun. But it is build around the reflective surface, the composition already does not comply with previously formed standards, the mandatory red flags are no longer there, instead there is only a tree and warm light, as a symbol of harmony and happiness. The same is seen in the painting of He Shaodiao «Learning for Perfection» and Shang Ding's «Continuous Struggle».
Gray color and cold tints also occupy the leading places in the works of this period. For example, in Tang Xiaomin's «Never stop struggle» of 1972, which depicts a famous writer Lu Xiun. There are no bright colors, but the artist was able to show the hardness of the character of a person who strives to achieve a goal.
Facial expression of the characters in paintings of that time has also had its own peculiarities. More free facial expressions were typical for the portraits of later periods So, after studying the most striking features of figurative painting, we can assume that during the whole of the twentieth century it was dominated by a realistic style, combined with artistic peculiarities of the tasks posed to the artists. In later periods, when the cultural dictate of the state power became less noticeable, artists began to return to their inner feelings, emotions. To reveal them they turned to traditional Chinese painting and drawing, to European realism. They also used other styles and techniques to fulfill their creative tasks.
One of the most interesting and controversial types of figurative art in Chinese art is Nu painting. Introduction of Nu painting into the Chinese artistic process (and its subsequent formation) is of a great importance for understanding contemporary transformations in Chinese oil painting. In this article we will explore the most prominent creative works of artists who depicted nude figures.
There was a possibility to draw a nude female model in the Shanghai Academy of Art already since July 1920. But the first model in Chinese painting history had to leave the job in a few days under the pressure of her own family. Such artists as Chen Bao I, Van Yue Jie, Li Shutung also worked in the genre of Nu. In this aspect of even more interest is the fact, that they were portraying their wives. These two points indicate the willingness of the then Chinese society to unconditionally accept the Nu painting as a full-fledged part of fine arts.
Another point is that due to the dramatic political and social conflicts in China in the period from the beginning of the XXth century to 1949 Chinese society was not interested in culture and fine arts. The circle of amateurs and enthusiasts of new European art was confined to large well developed industrial cities such as Shanghai and Beijing. Therefore, the artists, who practiced the genre of Nu, just empirically stylized their work in accordance with contemporary trends. The use of naked nature in fine arts was banned in 1949. A strict state censorship was introduced. The work of artists in this field has completely changed, since the depiction of the naked figure was allowed for educational needs only.
Given the political transformation in China, Deng Xiaoping demanded to free thinking from the old stereotypes (Fan Dian In March 1979, the government rehabilitated many artists who were oppressed during the Cultural Revolution. This event has become very important for contemporaries, in connection with gaining more creative freedom and awareness that it was possible to develop artistic ideas and genres that were banned hitherto.
Yuan Yong Shen has created «The Festival of Songkran» fresco for the airport (Figure 1) . It shows the tradition of festive fun when people pour water on each other, some naked figures were shown in the picture. The «The Festival of Songkran» composition was not a self-sufficient work, rather a part of monumental ensemble of paintings. It was 27 m long and 3, 4 m high linen canvas glued to the wall.
The plot of the picture is a festival of Thai nationality. Despite Deng Xiaoping praised this work, the airport administration decided to change at its own discretion those fragments where the naked women had been shown. The nude bodies were covered with white silk. This comical case is quite similar to when Michelangelo's frescoes in the Sistine Chapel were repainted to cover certain parts of the figures. To avoid an even bigger scandal, the airport authority decided to close these pieces of painting with special screens. Art critic Ma Hongzen spoke about the fact that Chinese artists, when interpreting European influences in their art, should pay more attention to Chinese traditions and be more tactful. Therefore, he considered exhibit of painting with naked figures in the public space untimely and inappropriate, even more inappropriate in such important monumental works.
Chinese artist Wu Guan Jun, believed that the Nu genre should be gradually popularized in Chinese society. At that time there was an active social discussion about the need for a nude figure images, inspired by the story of the above monumental painting at the Beijing airport. This piece of art is still not accessible to a wide audience, because a cafe was built in that area of the terminal. A famous artist and art critic Wu Weishan believes that the work of Yuan Yun Sheng, its artistic language, is very important both for understanding the history of Chinese monumental art and for the development of new art, so it is necessary to create a museum of this fresco.
In the sixth issue of the «Art» scientific magazine in 1980, 16 articles on nudity in fine arts were published, and in the 12th issue of the same year there were 4 more such articles (Lyu Vej 10). In general, in the year 1980, the total of 23 articles on this subject were published in this single magazine. Six of those publications negatively responded to the work of Chinese artists in this genre; instead, eight articles positively assessed them, while nine authors took a neutral position. Analyzing this, we conclude that only people who were far from the fine arts opposed the Nu trend. Professional artists and art critics have supported the introduction of European traditions into Chinese fine arts in general. So, only in 1980, during the beginning of the reforms of openness, the public opinion in China on the Nu painting has been encouraged to radical changes. Tan Dae Xi created a sculptural work «Heroics» in Guangzhou City in 1978, which depicted a naked archer girl on a prancing horse. This work is one of the first works available to the general public, where the beauty of the naked figure is celebrated.
More and more artistic educational institutions began to open permanent model positions during this period. The Academy of Theater in Shanghai also announced a competition for a model position at the theater and decorative art faculty in 1985. There were countrypeople among the applicants of the competitions, which previously would have been impossible at all. This clearly illustrates the gradual change and softening of patriarchal customs, which began to give way to modern trends.
In the book «The theory of naked figure depiction» (1987) the artist and art critic Chen Zhuei, for the first time in China, raised the question of working with a model on a high professional level. From December 22, 1988 to January 8, 1989, an exhibition was held at the National Museum of Art of China, where works of oil painting in the genre of Nu were presented. According to available data, this vernissage was attended by more than 200 thousand people. The exhibition featured works of more than two dozen young teachers of the oil painting department of the Central Academy of Arts. Also, several authoritative and competent professors were invited to participate in the exhibition. Among them were Din Shan I, Chang Cien Chun. This was the first Nu exhibition held at such a high level. Prior to this similar exhibitions took place in some other cities, but only in private galleries where the works of lesser-known artists were exhibited. Beside that, some selected works of European classical art devoted to the depiction of the naked figures began to appear in periodicals.
Conclusions. So, we can assert that Chinese oil painting has gone a long way from the traditional painting of guohua, xieyi, etc., to the modern one during the twentieth century, which has been happening first under the influence of European art, then socialist realism of the USSR, and later, at the end of the century, under the influence of the global art trends. The genre diversity was significantly limited in its development for most of the century, which is still a problem.
While in the global artistic culture the introduction of the nude painting has long been a passed stage, and the corresponding genres have experienced a long history of development, in the Chinese arts these processes are still passing some critical points of the establishment.
